
 
 

 
National Power Presents “Mission Critical Customers’ Power 

Resilience and Reliability Needs” at the Electricities 2022 Conference 
 
Raleigh, N.C., August 8, 2022 – National Power announced that Chris Hutter, its Chief Executive 
Officer, today presented at the Electricities 2022 Annual Conference in Cherokee, N.C.  Chris’s 
discussion, entitled “Mission Critical Customers’ Power Resilience and Reliability Needs”, shared 
insights and trends from customers across the U.S.  The presentation discussed the major 
drivers impacting mission-critical customers’ power and infrastructure needs and key drivers, 
including: 
 

1. The need to strengthen power reliability and resilience due to the growth in downtime 
cost and threats. 

2. The continuing massive investment in mission-critical communications and data 
infrastructure. 

3. The electrification of industry and increased criticality of power due to the growing 
concentration of loads per foot. 

4. The proliferation of distributed energy resources and ESG mega-trend. 
5. Mission-critical customers’ demand for power and infrastructure providers who have 

strong technical capabilities, and who can solve complex problems on-site and real-time 
with local experts. 

6. Key bipartisan government programs stimulating investment in power and critical 
infrastructure. 

 
Chris Hutter, National Power’s Chief Executive Officer, stated, “We are excited to attend the 
Electricities conference again this year, and thrilled to be able to discuss the trends we see in 
mission-critical customers’ power and infrastructure needs.  We are grateful for the amazing 
work that Electricities does for our communities in North Carolina, and proud to be this year’s 
Diamond Sponsor.” 
 
About National Power 
 
At National Power, everything we do is focused on delivering reliability and resilience to mission 
critical customers.  Our power and infrastructure solutions lead the industry, with a deep and 
broad set of capabilities that include standby power, AC and DC power systems, batteries and 
energy storage, renewables, HVAC, UPS systems, power quality, and disaster recovery.  Our 
team is built to serve the needs of sophisticated customers whose operations simply cannot be 
interrupted.  This includes customers in the broadband, telecom, healthcare, manufacturing, 



municipal, water/wastewater, military, retail/distribution and other critical industries.  We have 
delivered thousands of successful projects over decades.  We also provide on-going 
preventative maintenance and emergency service – bolstering the reliability of our solutions.  
We serve customers coast-to-coast, with teams built locally.  We can be found online at 
www.natpow.com. 

http://www.natpow.com/

